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Abstract—Automatic shot selection is an important aspect of
movie summarization that is helpful both to producers and to
audiences, e.g., for market promotion or browsing purposes.
However, most of the related research has focused on shot
selection based on low-level video content, which disregards
semantic information, or on narrative properties extracted from
text, which requires the movie script to be available. In this
work, semantic shot selection based on the narrative prominence
of movie characters in both the visual and the audio modalities is
investigated, without the need for additional data such as a script.
The output is a movie summary that only contains video frames
from selected movie shots. Selection is controlled by a user-
provided shot retention parameter, that removes key-frames/key-
segments from the skim based on actor face appearances and
speech instances. This novel process (Multimodal Shot Pruning,
or MSP) is algebraically modelled as a multimodal matrix
Column Subset Selection Problem, which is solved using an
evolutionary computing approach.
Keywords—Video Summarization, Shot Selection, Column Sub-
set Selection Problem
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of video summarization has increased in
recent years, due to the fact that large volumes of video data
have become available. Thus, the need has arisen for automatic
or semi-automatic methods for deriving short video summaries
containing the most important/salient parts of the original, full-
length video data. Such summaries are helpful both to video
producers, by facilitating the creation of promotional material
or the archival of massive video content, and to consumers,
by enabling easy video browsing and search operations, e.g.,
in on-line video galleries [1] [2] [3]. Relevant algorithms
typically attempt to balance different needs, such as representa-
tiveness, outlier inclusion, compactness (defined in this context
as lack of redundancy) and conciseness. The summaries can
be derived either in the form of a set of extracted key-
frames (static summarization), or of a video skim, i.e., a clip
made from temporally ordered concatenated key-segments,
with each key-segment containing multiple sequential video
frames (dynamic summarization).
In the special case of movies, the existence of shot cuts fa-
cilitates summarization by segmenting the video into naturally
separated parts. Typically, shot boundaries are automatically
extracted in a pre-processing stage and are subsequently fed
into the main summarization process. Several alternative ap-
proaches may be followed for the latter, e.g., extracting one
key-frame per shot by processing low-level video descriptors
(and, optionally, temporally expanding it to a key-segment
centered on the key-frame, for skim construction) [4] [5] [6]
[7], filtering out monochrome key-frames which convey no
useful information, detecting similar key-frames along the full-
length video and removing them to reduce skim redundancy,
pruning entire shots based on high-level characteristics or the
estimated movie structure, etc. Different combinations of these
approaches may also be employed.
High-level narrative properties, such as character appear-
ance, prominence and interactions, are ideal for shot selection,
since they provide a semantically meaningful structure that
partly determines audience attention, according to conven-
tional film theory [8]. Despite this ability to extract attractive
movie content, narrative-preserving shot selection has not been
thoroughly investigated in the summarization literature. An
exception can be found in [9], where scene segmentation
and a character-oriented story flow graph are exploited for
summarization adhering to the narrative. However, the method
requires the movie script to be available, along with the video
itself.
This work presents a narrative-preserving shot selection
process for movies, which does not need additional data
beyond the film itself. The proposed Multimodal Shot Pruning
(MSP) method discards key-segments from the derived video
skim, based on which shot they belong to and on pre-existing
information about temporal speech (audio) and face (visual)
appearance segments. This process is regulated by a user-
provided shot retention parameter and algebraically modeled
as a multimodal matrix Column Subset Selection Problem
(CSSP) [10], which is solved using an evolutionary computing
approach. Thus, a shorter skim is produced in a systematic
manner that considers the narrative prominence of movie
actors.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following
way. Section II presents the proposed method, including the
problem modelling approach and the evolutionary technique
employed to solve it. The method can be attached to any
film summarization pipeline as a shot selection step, provided
that shot boundaries have been extracted. Section III describes
subective evaluation experiments conducted in the context of
the stereoscopic movie summarization pipeline presented in
[11], in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method. In Section IV conclusions are drawn from the pre-
ceding discussion.
II. MULTIMODAL SHOT PRUNING (MSP)
Below, segmentation of the movie into shots and a film
summarization pipeline that has produced a preliminary sum-
mary, are assumed given. The preliminary summary is assumed
to be a temporally ordered set of key-segments (for dynamic
summarization), but the exact same technique could also be
applied to the alternative case of a key-frame set (for static
summarization).
The proposed Multimodal Shot Pruning (MSP) method
is a post-processing shot selection step that picks shots for
inclusion into the final summary, thus producing a shorter
skim which still contains most of the informational content
found in the preliminary one. It operates by “discarding” shots
in a systematic manner that considers actor-oriented narrative
properties, such as “Who spoke when?” (speakers) and “Who
appeared when?” (faces), namely speaker and actor diarization
information. As in the case of speakers, each face appearance
consists simply of a video segment that starts and ends at
the temporal boundaries of an uninterrupted face appearance.
Such data may have been acquired through the successive
application of face detection [12], face tracking [13], face
clustering [14] and label propagation [15] algorithms. Despite
these algorithmic prerequisites, no extra data modalities (such
as the movie script) are required, beyond the film itself.
MSP is algebraically modelled as a matrix Column Subset
Selection Problem (CSSP) [10], which is briefly discussed
here. Assuming a low-rank M ×N matrix D and a parameter
C < N , CSSP consists in selecting a subset of exactly C
columns of D, which will form a new M × C matrix C
that captures as much of the information contained in the
original matrix as possible. The goal is to construct a matrix
C ∈ RM×C such that the quantity
‖D− (CC+)D‖F (1)
is minimized. In the above, ‖·‖F is the Frobenius matrix norm
and C+ is the pseudoinverse of C. Thus, the approximation
of D by the smaller matrix C is expressed in terms of the
Frobenius norm in a projection sense: as D does not have
full rank, CC+ is not simply an identity matrix, but acts as
a projection matrix onto the span of the C columns contained
in C.
In data analysis, CSSP is an obvious choice for mathemat-
ically modelling a feature selection process as an optimization
problem. It can be optimally solved by exhaustive search
in O(NC) time [10], which clearly is a very impractical
approach. Thus, approximate algorithms with lower computa-
tional complexity have been presented in the relevant literature,
with the goal of finding a suboptimal but acceptable solution.
The proposed approaches include randomized, deterministic or
hybrid methods, using SVD sparse approximation [16], ran-
dom selection of matrix columns, based on a probability dis-
tribution, which is later refined deterministically [10], greedy
recursive computation of the reconstruction error, initialized
with random projections of the matrix columns [17], column
subset selection with probabilities proportional to the squared
volumes of the parallelepipeds defined by these subsets [18],
etc.
In [19], a metaheuristic approach based on a genetic algo-
rithm is successfully employed for the approximate solution of
the CSSP, by directly using Equation (1) as a fitness function.
The method is evaluated on several small, randomly generated
matrices and is shown to produce good results for a fixed small
value of C. In this work, the same metaheuristic approach was
adopted and adapted into the proposed pipeline, so that MSP
could be modelled and solved as a CSSP.
Specifically, two low-rank, sparse, binary matrices are
constructed: S,F ∈ RV×S , where S is the total number of
movie shots and V is the total number of visible speakers, i.e.,
it is the cardinality of the intersection of the set of all visible
faces and the set of all speakers. Typically, S >> V . Since
temporal speech segment and face appearances are assumed
given, S and F, also referred to as shot matrices hereafter, are
being filled with binary values:
Sij =
{
1, if the i-th actor speaks in the j-th shot,
0, otherwise
Fij =
{
1, if the i-th actor appears in the j-th shot,
0, otherwise.
where 1 ≤ i ≤ V, 1 ≤ j ≤ S.
Subsequently, S and F are modified in a Gaussian ex-
pansion process, so that each speech / face appearance is
“extended” to neighbouring shots. Thus, the initially binary
shot matrices are converted to real ones, in a manner that
preserves relevant information. That is, for each Sij = 1 /
Fij = 1, a discrete approximation of a Gaussian distribution,
having its peak at Sij / Fij , is locally assigned to the entries
of the i-th row around Sij / Fij , respectively. The standard
deviation of the selected probability mass function is chosen so
that each appearance is extended only to the dv shots immedi-
ately preceding it and following it. Subsequently, shot matrix
values derived from different speech / face appearances and
corresponding to the same shot matrix entry are added, thus
enabling a diffusion of neighboring speech / face appearances.
dv may take any value that is less than half the average scene
duration (in shots).
This Gaussian expansion process allows a rudimentary
form of scene modeling, based on the provided shot segmenta-
tion and actor-oriented narrative information. It was included
in order to implicitly assist the discrimination between more
and less narratively prominent actors. That is, the basis vector
sets of the initial shot matrices most likely coincide with the
standard basis, with one basis vector corresponding to each
visible speaker. However, after the Gaussian expansion, the
basis vector sets of the final shot matrices most likely include
basis vectors corresponding to the most prominent visible
speakers and basis vectors corresponding to combinations of
more and less prominent visible speakers. For instance, if the
k-th visible speaker is a supporting actor that speaks / appears
in scenes (and, therefore, in neigboring shots) only along with
a lead actor, there will be no column vector c of the shot
matrices where ci = 0, i 6= k and ck 6= 0.
After the final S and F matrices have been constructed,
they are implicated in a joint column subset selection problem
regulated by a parameter C = bS p2c. S is the total number
of movie shots and the user-provided retention parameter p
regulates the aggressiveness of shot elimination during this
stage. By solving this problem, only key-segments belonging
to an optimal subset of shots will be selected to appear in the
final video skim, with subset optimality expressed in terms
of discarding shots which correspond to shot matrix columns
that are linear combinations of other columns. Thus, it is more
likely to retain shots where lead actors, or combinations of
supporting and lead actors, are present, rather than supporting
actors alone.
The desired solution is a set of matrix column indices with
cardinality equal to C. Since S,F ∈ RV×S , for the k-th such
index with an assigned value gk the following hold:
k ∈ N, k ∈ [1, · · · , C]. (2)
gk ∈ N, gk ∈ [1, · · · , S]. (3)
A genetic algorithm is employed to approximate an optimal
solution and, as in [19], each candidate is encoded in the form
of a sequence of column indices sorted in increasing order.
Every such chromosome is of length C. Roulette selection at
each iteration is adopted as the mating pool formation strategy.
Assuming fl is the evaluated fitness of the l-th candidate in the
current population, this method assigns a selection probability
plsel = fl/
∑N
m=1 fm to the l-th chromosome.
An order-preserving variant of 1-point crossover [19] is
utilized as the main genetic operator. Specifically, in order to
combine parent chromosomes cl and cm, a random position k
is selected as crossover point and is inspected for suitability.
k is considered to be suitable as a crossover point, if the
following condition holds:
(clk < c
m
k+1) ∧ (cmk < clk+1). (4)
In case Equation (4) does not hold for position k, a different
position is selected and inspected. This process continues until
either a suitable crossover point has been detected, or all
possible positions have been deemed unsuitable. In the former
case, crossover is applied and the two parent chromosomes
are replaced by their offspring. In the latter case, each of the
implicated chromosomes is passed unaltered to the population
of the next generation with probability plsel or p
m
sel, respec-
tively. If cl or cm is not being retained, it is replaced in the
next generation by a copy of the fittest current candidate cn
with probability pnsel. If c
n is also not selected for retention,
the process continues with the second fittest of the current
candidates, and so on, until a chromosome has been selected.
An order-preserving variant of mutation [19] is employed
as the second genetic operator. Specifically, the k-th gene
of a chromosome cn, with an assigned valued of cnk , is
randomly selected and replaced by a value determined by the
neighbouring genes, according to Equation (5):
cnk =

rand(0, cnk+1), if k = 1
rand(cnk−1, c
n
k+1), if k ∈ (1, C)
rand(cnk−1, S + 1), if k = C.
(5)
where rand(a, b) uniformly selects a random integer from the
interval (a, b). Although this operator ensures a proper ordering
of the indices, it has no effect when cnk−1, c
n
k and c
n
k+1 are
successive integers.
The employed fitness function is derived from Equation
(1), which is applied to both matrices S and F. The matrix
column indices encoded in the chromosome cn which is under
evaluation, give rise to the matrices CS and CF , respectively.
The former contains a subset of the columns of S, while the
latter contains a subset of the columns of F. Thus, the fitness
function that needs to be maximized can be expressed as:
fit(cn) =
1
‖S− (CSCS+)S‖F + ‖F− (CFCF+)F‖F .
(6)
Once the described genetic algorithm has converged to a
solution cbest, all key-segments belonging to shots not encoded
(by their corresponding column index) in cbest are removed
from the produced movie skim.
III. EVALUATION
For the purpose of evaluating the proposed method, MSP
was integrated as a shot selection step in the stereoscopic
movie summarization pipeline presented in [11], which se-
quentially applies shot cut detection, key-frame extraction per
shot, movie-wide similar key-frame filtering, key-frame ex-
tension to key-segments, key-segments temporal concatenation
and stereoscopic visual defects elimination. MSP was applied
just before the last step of that pipeline. Parameter p was
employed both for the proposed MSP stage and for the movie-
wide similar key-frame filtering stage of the pipeline (where
it determines the number of clusters, as stated in [11]).
A subjective evaluation scheme was employed, similar to
ones commonly found in the relevant literature, since there is
no objective ground truth for the task. It was performed on
3 stereoscopic Hollywood movies released in 2011, hereby
named “Movie1”, “Movie2” and “Movie3”. 10 subjects (9
naive and 1 expert) were asked to rate each of the final
video skims, in relation to the original movies, in two separate
ways: in terms of their informativeness and in terms of their
enjoyability. These two rates per video skim were given on a
0% - 100% scale. All subjects, having recently watched the 3
movies, were independently shown the skims in a consecutive
manner and in random order. As in [20], the scale was graded
the following way: poor (0% - 40%), fair (40% - 60%), good
(60% - 75%), very good (75% - 90%) and excellent (90% -
100%).
In the context of this study, informativeness refers to
video content coverage achieved by the produced skim, i.e., to
what degree the latter is representative of the original video,
retains major plot points and successfully demonstrates major
role relationships. Enjoyability refers to the aesthetics of the
produced video skim, i.e., to what degree it is composed of
semantically complete and coherent scenes, without abrupt and
unnatural changes, while simultaneously preserving exciting
movie segments and not containing unessential or redundant
shots / scenes.
Two main skims were evaluated per movie. One was
derived from a summarization pipeline that did not include the
MSP step, while the other from one that did apply the proposed
shot selection algorithm. The presence of MSP in the second
pipeline implies that the corresponding skims are shorter in
duration than the ones produced by the first one, allowing us
to evaluate the success of the proposed shot pruning scheme. In
both cases, p was set to 0.5, precomputed shot cut boundaries
were provided and the image modalities used for video frame
description were luminance, stereoscopic disparity and color /
hue.
TABLE I. A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN INFORMATIVENESS SCORES
FOR THE THREE FEATURE FILMS USED IN THE EVALUATION PROCESS.
Method Movie1 Movie2 Movie3
MSP Pipeline 70% 74% 72%
No-MSP Pipeline 83% 82% 81%
TABLE II. A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN ENJOYABILITY SCORES FOR
THE THREE FEATURE FILMS USED IN THE EVALUATION PROCESS.
Method Movie1 Movie2 Movie3
MSP Pipeline 72% 73% 71%
No-MSP Pipeline 56% 59% 57%
The results of the subjective evaluation are shown in Tables
I and II. The MSP Pipeline achieves significantly better enjoy-
ability scores, at the cost of slightly reduced informativeness,
which is to be expected since the duration (in total number
of frames) of the skims derived through the MSP Pipeline
is roughly half that of the corresponding No-MSP Pipeline
skims, as it can be seen in Table III. These results suggest
that the additional post-processing stage successfully removes
redundant movie segments and leads to a skim composed of
more complete and coherent scenes, while preserving (at least
to a degree) major role relations and plot points.
TABLE III. DURATION (IN FRAMES) OF THE VIDEO SKIMS PER MOVIE.
THE DURATION OF THE ENTIRE MOVIE IS ALSO PROVIDED.
Method Movie1 Movie2 Movie3
MSP Skim 24644 34907 28020
No-MSP Skim 54879 67771 76880
Entire Movie 150358 181763 196224
Regarding the genetic algorithm, the following parameters
were used for all movies: the maximum number of generations
was set to 200, the population size was set to 200, the crossover
rate was set to 0.9, the mutation rate was set to 0.005 and the
elitism rate was set to 10%. The number of detected visible
speakers for Movie1 was 24, for Movie2 was 13 and for
Movie3 was 20, while the corresponding values of C (i.e.,
the number of movie shots retained after solving the CSSP)
are 540 (out of 2161 total detected shots), 511 (out of 2044
shots) and 631 (out of 2524 shots).
The mean required execution time per video frame across
all movies, taking into account all pipeline stages, was 857
milliseconds for the No-MSP Pipeline and 1632 milliseconds
for the MSP Pipeline. This execution times were measured
on a high-end desktop PC, with a Core i7 CPU @ 3.5 GHz
and 16 GB RAM. There is an obvious trade-off between
summarization quality and execution speed, implying that the
proposed method is only suitable for off-line applications.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a multimodal, narrative-preserving shot
selection method for movie summarization (Multimodal Shot
Pruning, MSP) that does not require extra data modalities
beyond the film itself. It tends to only retain key-segments/key-
frames belonging to an optimal subset of shots, with sub-
set optimality expressed in terms of discarding shots where
only supporting characters are appearing or speaking. The
ranking of characters according to the degree they are lead
or supporting ones is implicitly and automatically performed
by the method, through rudimentary scene modelling. MSP
can be integrated into any movie summarization algorithmic
pipeline, as a post-processing refinement step. It was evalu-
ated through a standard subjective evaluation process, using
three stereoscopic 3D Hollywood movies and a state-of-the-
art dynamic movie summarization pipeline, achieving great
increases in terms of summary enjoyability at the cost of slight
drops in informativeness. The results indicate the importance
of intelligent, narrative-conforming shot selection schemes,
such as the proposed method.
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